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We have chosen the above title for this analysis since the following dis- 
cussion is an extension of an article by W.  O. Fenn with the same title.  1 
Fenn's theoretical analysis of the behavior of a hypothetical fluid cell in 
contact with a flat solid surface was an attempt to solve the problem without 
using the mathematical fiction of a "surface tension."  From consideration 
of the free surface energy of the cell, he showed that conditions of equilib- 
rium between a  cell settling and spreading on a  plane surface can be pre- 
dicted, completely, in terms of the contact angle between cell and surface. 
Using the same method of attack he endeavored to show that in general, 
when a  cell spreads over a  solid particle  (ingestion of the particle by the 
cell)  all equilibrium conditions could be predicted  from  a  knowledge  of 
the magnitude of the contact angle alone.  Unfortunately, "even with the 
expert  assistance  of  a  professional  mathematician"  he  was  not  able  to 
arrive at a general solution so that he limited himself to a  special case, in 
which the cell's diameter was four times the magnitude of the particle's di- 
ameter, and discussed this in detail.  He concluded that the particle cannot 
be completely ingested unless the surface tensions at the interfaces are such 
that  the cell in the same environment can spread  to infinity when placed 
on a flat surface of the same substance as the particle. 
In order to  simplify the analysis of the general case, about to be con- 
sidered, we have reviewed Fenn's discussion of the behavior of a perfectly 
fluid cell in contact with a plane surface by means of a simplified solution. 
Using the same notation adopted by Fenn we will assume the existence of 
a spherical cell C about to settle on a plane glass surface G, both completely 
immersed in plasma P.  Distortions  in  the  cell due to  the gravitational 
field are here considered negligible. 
We wish, as in Fenn's solution, to consider the various positions that such 
a  cell will assume as it settles and spreads over the glass surface.  Fig.  1 
shows the position of the cell in the act of spreading with the conventional 
t Fenn, W. O., ]. Gen. Physiol., 1921-22, 4, 373. 
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surface tensions acting at the circumference of contact between cell and 
surfaces  indicated.  These  surface  tensions  are  not  to  be  considered  as 
actual forces.  Treatment of them as such is very likely to lead to fallacious 
conclusions. 
The original spherical cell is assumed to have radius r0.  In the act of 
spreading, the spherical cell segment of height h (Fig. 1) and glass-cell con- 
tact area ~ra  ~, has a total area 
x  =  2wrY(1  -- cos  0)  :  2~rrh 
~L  Plasma ,  P 
k  C~|' ~nter}Cac  • 
GJass Surface  C=C i~ter,~ace 
FzG. 1 
composed of two parts, its curved CP interface and its circular GC  inter- 
h~-~  a 2 
face.  Since from Fig. 1, r  =  -- it follows that x  -- ~r(h  2 q- a~).  The 
2h 
surface energy of the cell after having been reduced to the form of a spheri- 
cal segment is therefore 
E =  mr(h 2 q-  a 2) -I-  mwa= 
where n  =  Tcp  and m  --  +  Tac  -  Ter  ,  the respective surface tensions 
at the interfaces indicated by the subscripts. 
In  order  to investigate under what conditions the  surface energy is  a 
minimum, we must differentiate E  with respect to h, the changing height 
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express the radius a  of the area of contact of Fig.  1 in terms of h.  The 
volume of the spherical segment is at all times equal to the original spherical 
volume of the cell.  Then 
4  s  ~  ~4(1  -  cos 0)'(2 +  cos 0). 
Taking the radius r0 of the original spherical cell as unity and substituting 
the values of cos 0 as obtained from Fig. 1 we obtain 
3h 
Hence 
8  -  h~ 
g=~nh'+~(n+m)\  3k  ] 
which upon differentiating with respect to h and equating to zero gives the 
equilibrium values of h for various values of m 
n 
2n -- m 
f$ 
From this equation knowing m/n we can calculate the various equilib- 
rium values attained by the cell in terms of its height h. 
The contact angle between cell and glass surface as shown in Fig. 1 and 
used in this solution is the angle A  -- 0, such that 
r--  h  4--  2h  s 
CosA  ------cosO  .... 
•  4+k' " 
After substituting  the previously obtained values of h  in  terms of m__, 
one finds that the contact angle is determined by 
Cos A =  ---. 
n 
This relation describes the position of the cell completely with respect to 
the plane surface for all values of h. 
Thus, whenm--  =  +1,  cosA  =  -1,  A  =  180  ° ,  and the cell isafree 
sphere of diameter h  =  2 units.  When m_ =  0, cos A  =  0, A  =  90  °, the 
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cell is a  hemisphere of radius h  =  1.26 units.  When ~  =  -1,  cos A  -- 
+1,  A  =  0 °,  and  the  cell has  spread  to  infinity; in  reality until  it has 
formed a  monomolecular layer.  Only values of m  between +1  and  -1 
can produce finite spreading and  the magnitude of the contact angle A 
for a given value of m describes the position of equilibrium of the cell with 
respect to the horizontal plane. 
It follows that the spreading of the cell is favored by an increase in the 
value of -  m; that is, by a decrease in contact angle.  If for a given value 
sn 
of  -  -- an equilibrium contact angle has been attained as a  cell spreads 
over a  plane, then a  decrease in contact angle thereafter implies that an 
increase in the value of  -  m has been obtained either by increasing  -m 
or decreasing n.  To promote cell spreading we could increase -~n.  This 
can be accomplished by changing the character of the surface G, perhaps by 
depositing on the glass surface a  monomolecular layer of a  substance that 
changes  the  values  of  these  interfacial  tensions;  i.e.,  "sensitizing"  the 
surface. 
Using the same analysis as outlined above we may proceed to calculate 
the relative surface energy of a spherical cell at various stages of ingestion 
of a spherical particle.  It will be shown that in general one only need know 
m 
the variation of the magnitude of the contact angle in terms of -  -- to be 
n 
able to predict the depth of penetration of the particle into the cell for any 
given ratio of particle and cell diameter. 
In Fig. 2 let C be a cell of radius r  and G the particle of radius g.  G is 
represented as partly ingested by the cell, resulting in a  contact angle A 
between  the  cell-plasma  (CP)  interface  and  cell-glass  (CG) interface. 
The volume ingested (shaded area) is composed of two spherical segments 
of total volume 
e(1 -  cos ~,)2(2  +  cos ,9 +  ~  ~(1  -  cos 0)~(2 +  cos o) 
where 
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If the original volume of the cell  is ~ ~rr[, then through  the progressive 
intrusion of G,  a  cell of radius r  >  ro is being produced.  The original 
volume  4  8  ~Irro has  therefore been  increased  by the  sum of  two  spherical 
segments, such that 
~'o  =  ~ ~r,  -  r'(1  -  cos ~)'(2 +  cos ~) +  ~  g~(1  -  cos 0)t(2  +  cos o)  (2) 
As before, we wiU let the magni-  %p 
tude of ro, the radius of the un-  ~  ~, 
distorted  cell,  be  unity.  The 
c 
total surface energy  of the system 
may then be expressed as 
E  ~  21rnrt(1  -{- cos ~) + 
2z~ng2(1 -- cos 0)  (3) 
Since  we  are  interested  in 
establishing the depth to which 
the particle sinks into the  cell,  Fzo. 2 
we will choose 0 as the independ- 
ent variable and investigate the  condition for  minimal surface energy at 
dE 
equilibrium, when ~-~  =  0.  The result of  differentiating relations 1, 2, 
and 3 gives equations 4, 5, and 6. 
dr  de  ~sia ~, +  r cos ¢~  =  gcose  (4) 
o-  [4-  (1  -  +  -  (s) 
dO  dO 
d~ 
0  ~rd~  (1 -I- cos ¢) -- 2a-at  2 sia¢~  +  2~rm¢~ sin e 
d~o  dr 
After eliminating ~  and ~  we get 
C6) 
r=g sin ~ cos  O__  mrgZslnO  -  ~S~uxsO-I-  rgg slns ~° c°s  0~.  (7) 
cos ¢p  n  cos ¢p 
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Hence 
m 
cos (0 +  ~)  =  -.  (9) 
n 
Since from Fig.  2,  0 +  ~  =  7r  -  A, where A  is the  contact angle, 
cos .4  =  -  -.  (10) 
Just as in  the case of the  cell spreading over the plane surface,  so here 
the cosine of the contact angle A  (Fig. 2) describes completely the position 
of the particle with respect to the cell as it is progressively ingested, through 
spreading of the cell over the surface of the particle. 
m 
Then when  .... 1, cos A  =  -1, A  =  180  °, the cell is a free sphere. 
n 
When  m_  =  0,  cos A  =  0,  A  =  90  °.  Under the  circumstances  no in- 
formation  can be obtained about the penetration  of particle into the cell, 
unless the ratio of the particle to cell diameter is known.  If, however, as in 
Fenn's case, the ratio of the radii is assumed as ro/g  -  4, then the depth of 
penetration of the particle into the cell for A  =  90  ° is 0.79g.  The particle 
has  penetrated  to  nearly  ~  of its  diameter.  The  particle  is  completely 
m 
immersed in the cell when  ---  =  +1, A  =  0 at equilibrium.  This is also 
borne out by Fenn's special solution, ro/g  =  4. 
The  preceding  analysis gives complete information  on  the  equilibrium 
configuration of the system, for any relative sizes of cell and particle but 
does not tell anything  about the equilibrium or non-equilibrium  values of 
the surface energy.  This lack can be remedied if the cell diameter is large 
in comparison with that of the particle, r0 >  g, in which case one can obtain 
an  explicit  approximate  expression  for  the  dependence  of  the  surface 
energy E  on the contact angle A  or on 8, the angle measuring the depth of 
penetration of the particle. 
Let g/ro  =  X,  r/ro  =  ~,  then  from equation  (7) 
o~ -- 1 +  (I -  cos 0)~(2 +  cos o) +  i  (1 -  cos ~,)2(2 +  cos ~,). 
From equation  (1),  o~ sin  ~  =  X sin  0. 
Eliminating  ~, between these two equations we get 
Xa 
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from which, neglecting powers of ), higher than the  fifth, 
a  =  1 +  ~  (1  -  cos 0)~(2  +  cos 0) +  )`~ sin~ 0. 
Then 
/~ -- 21rr~n  2+  ),2(I  -- cosO)  -- zX2Sin~O+-~(!  -- cosO)~(2 +cosO)  +  )`*sin'  .  (11) 
In order to obtain a check against Fenn's special solution for the value of 
ro/g  =  4 we have plotted the surface energy as obtained from equation (11) 
in terms of 
h 
(1  -  cos  O)  =  -. 
g 
Fig. 3 shows these results.  It will be noticed that our curves are to a good 
degree of precision identical with those obtained from Fenn's (1)  solution. 
As for instance when _m_  _-  0, the surface energy is a minimum when the 
tt 
particle is immersed in the cell to a depth h/g  =  (1  -  cos 0)  =  0.79, then 0 
=  78~  ° and h  =  0.79/4  =  0.20; while Fenn's data show y  --  h  =  0.214 for 
---  =  0 at this point of minimum energy. 
n 
For values of ___m =  0.613,  Fenn finds that the state of minimum surface 
n 
energy is attained when the particle is immersed to a depth y  -- h  =  0.375; 
while our solution gives h  =  0.357.  A final comparison between the two 
solutions can be made by comparing the minimum energy values for  _m 
n 
=  0.772.  Fenn obtains y  -  h  =  0.425,  while our value for h is 0.410. 
We may conclude that for r_0 as small as 4 (Fenn's case), our approximate 
g 
but  general  solution is  quite  near  the  exact  solution.  It will  of  course 
approach more closely to the exact solution the larger r_0 becomes. 
g 
In Fig. 4  are plotted with the aid of our general solution energy values 
for ro/g  =  10, as a function of depth of penetration of the particle into the 
cell.  This case illustrates a common situation met in phagocytosis in which 
a  cell is ten times greater than the particle to be ingested.  Similar con- 
ditions  exist  when  a  particle  in  the  form of  a  Staphylococcus  aureus  of 
average diameter from 0.7  to  1.0/z is about to make contact with a  large 
mononuclear lymphocyte with average diameter  12  to  15/z.  In this case 
the solution for r__0 =  10  would  describe  the  physical ingesting situation 
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These graphs show how the surface energy, expressed in relative units, varies as the 
particle progressively penetrates the cell, abscissae h/g indicating the depth of penetra- 
tion of the particle.  The particle is half inside the cell for h/g =  1, and  completely 
immersed for h/g =  2.  The increasing values of -  m/n indicate the increase in avail- 
able energy for ingestion due to a change in character of the surface of the particle (or 
of the cell)  to a  point  (-  m/n  =  +1)  where the particle may be completely covered 
by the spreading cell due to the available surface energy alone.  Broken lines beyond 
the minimum indicate that the cell may ingest the particle completely to a point h/g = 2 
if the cell can obtain the energy to complete the process. 
Note that the scale of energy units for ro/g  =  4 is five times as great as ro/g =  10. 
very  closely.  Fig.  4  shows  how  the  energy  of  the  expanding  cell,  as  it 
progressively ingests  the particle,  passes in every case through  a  minimum 
at  some  specific  depth  of  penetration.  This  depth  of  penetration  is  ex- 
pressed  on the  abscissa in  terms of h/g.  Note  that  the particle  is free for 
---  =  +1  and  completely  surrounded  by  the  cell  at  equilibrium  when 
m 
....  1.  These two  extreme  situations  are common  to  all cases of in- 
n 
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Intermediate values of  m  -  -- are of scientific importance.  They show that 
n 
the energy can be a  minimum and in equilibrium at any partial  state of 
ingestion depending on the surface  energy of  the  system,  further inges- 
tion being impossible unless the cell draws on some other source of energy, 
when it could complete the ingestion along the broken curve. 
Table I  shows the progressive decrease in surface energy with changes in 
magnitude of m__ for ro/g =  10, at positions of stable equilibrium.  Interpo- 
n 
lation of the data shows that the particle can be in  equilibrium,  though 
TABLE  I 
Calculated  Values of Minimum Surface Energy, and Depth of Penetration of a Particle for 
m  .  ro 
Various Values of  ~, when -_  =  10 
g 
m  AO  Minimum energy  Depth of penetration 

































Note that only about one-third of the energy is used to submerge the first half of the 
volume of the particle.  .4 is the contact angle in circular degrees. 
m 
only half ingested when -  -- =  0.10.  The contact angle between particle 
n 
and cell (cos A  =  0.10)  is then A  =  84  °.  It is of special significance to 
note that the contact angle is less than 90  ° when the particle is half sub- 
merged.  During  the remainder of the ingestion the contact angle must 
swing from this  equilibrium position  to  180  °  for complete submergence. 
A similar situation is encountered when cell to particle diameter is four to 
one, where at half immersion this contact angle is 81 ° .  For greater ratios 
of cell to particle diameter this contact angle at half immersion is progres- 
sively larger, becoming 90  °  for contact between a  plane surface and half 
submerged particle. 
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although it would only partly ingest a  large particle of volume equal to 
the sum of the volumes of the small particles.  For example assume the 
existence of four particles of volumes Vl, v2, v~, and v4 having radii  rl,  r2, 
r3,  and r4.  Their total volume is vl  +  v~ ~-  v,  -k  v4  =  V.  The surface 
energy of this large spherical volume  V  is E  =  4~rR~T while the surface 
energy of the four small spherical volumes, for simplicity assumed to have 
equal  radii,  is  e  --  4(4~rr*)T.  Since  the  four  small  volumes shall  equal 
the large volume, it follows that the radius R is (4) ~/~ or 1.587 times as large 
as r.  Hence the surface  energy available  from the ingestion of the four 
small  volumes  if  ingested  successively  is  e  =  4~r(4)T,  while  the  single 
sphere  of  equal volume only has surface energy E  =  4~r(2.52)T.  Appar- 
ently then if the single large particle is just able to be completely ingested, 
it is much easier for the cell to ingest a group of small particles, having the 
same resultant volume as a large single particle, provided they are ingested 
successively. 
In closing we wish to join Fenn (1) in emphasizing Tait's (2) conclusion, 
borne out by the above analysis, that only unstable cells tend to be phago- 
cytic.  When  they  have  reached  their  stable  minimum  surface  energy 
state  with  respect  to  their  environment,  no  further  ingestion  can  take 
place unless energy is expended by the cell to complete the ingestion, indi- 
cated by the broken line of Figs. 3 and 4. 
Through sensitizing the surface of the particle, which implies resurfacing 
the particle at least with a monomolecular layer with an interfacial  surface 
tension depressant,  the magnitude of  m  is made larger because of the 
n 
decrease in the magnitude of n.  Under these circumstances the particle 
can  sink deeper into  the cell before  the  equilibrium position is attained. 
Finally,  if  during  ingestion  the  cell  removes  this  monomolecular  layer 
from the particle, so that the interface PC develops a larger surface tension, 
ingestion will cease and the particle might be  completely ejected because 
of the cessation of the  spreading with  subsequent  contraction of the cell 
material. 
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